Efficacy of the assisted self-reduction technique for acute anterior shoulder dislocation.
The "original" traction-free Kocher's method to perform the reduction of shoulder dislocation has been recently reviewed and some authors speculated that it can be self performed by patients under the guide of the physician. In this way, as an "assisted self-reduction" technique, it is also effective and simple to perform. The aim is to study the effectiveness of the assisted self-reduction technique, in comparison to the well known and largely used traction-countertraction method. From a consecutive series of 237 uncomplicated anterior shoulder dislocations, a total of 61 were managed by the residents of our institution under the supervision of the senior authors using the assisted self-reduction method and 176 were managed by other orthopaedic consultants on duty in the Emergency Department using the traction-countertraction technique. Only the senior authors used the assisted self-reduction technique, whereas the other orthopaedic consultants used the traction-countertraction method. The need for intravenous sedation or general anaesthesia to perform the assisted self-reduction was considered a failure. Recorded variables were demographic data, previous dislocation, traumatic mechanism and medication use during shoulder reduction, time to perform the reduction. Ninety-eight percent of the acute dislocation treated with the assisted self-reduction technique and 81 % treated with the traction-countertraction method were reducible without recourse to intravenous sedation. The assisted self-reduction technique is simple, effective and gentle. Physicians on duty in the Emergency Departments should therefore be encouraged to use it.